Be sure to copy and paste the URL (URLS) along with each answer!

1. This online submission program has two names, and is used to submit for review grant aims! This program is called ______/______. URL: __________

2. Stephen M. Lanier is Research’s VP, and he was appointed in 20___. He came to us from____ ________, where he worked in an academic ______ center. URL: __________

3. In 2014-2015, Kelly Jakes received funding for research about France. She traveled to Europe for her research, aiming to enhance. The grants she received were the___________ & the Research Enhancement Program’s award for ____ and __________. URL: __________

4. The ______ ______ _______ ______ ______ Sciences houses some of today’s best and brightest scientists. They appointed Dr. Deepak Bhalla as ______ ________ ________ in 20__, and what a success that’s been! URL: __________

5. The ______ ______ ______ _____ _______ is an internal funding program you should not look at casually; it’s made for people like you, actually! URL: __________

6. This scavenger hunt has been given before, who won last year and what for? The person who won 2015:__________ ________. The prize they won______. URL: __________

7. I hope these rhymes are making sense, don’t forget to schedule yourself for seminars at _____._wayne.edu URL:___________
8. Maccabees (5057 Woodward) is where OVPR works from, but if you don’t work there, no need to be glum! You may work in the ____ building, a new construction whose beauty is quite thrilling! URL:___________

9. After a long, hard week you may want to go to one of these, and this word is also an acronym for a department that will help grants move with ease! The acronym is ___ and the full name of this department is ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ URL:______________

10.Making purchases can seem quite scary, so knowledge of this website you must carry. Have no fear, W____ B__ is here! URL:_____________

11.Want to show off your research through the OVPR office? Contact ______ ’______, her press releases are flawless! *hint: think communications URL:____________

12.The National Institutes of Health loves to fund science, and this neuroscience grant between NIH and the Brain Research Foundation is the perfect alliance! The name of this grant is the Fay/____ ____ ____ ____ _____ URL:_______________

YOU’RE DONE! Now send your answers to sjames@wayne.edu.

Travel awards will be given to the 3 quickest faculty members with the most complete and accurate answers!